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Can you handle six at once? If so, buy the full series!Erikaâ€™s spent her entire post-graduate

career searching for it. The elusive dragon stronghold her archaeologist professors scoffed at as

being only a myth. Now she has the perfect team and has led them into the deepest reaches of the

Sumatran jungle. At the edge of the discovery of the century, sheâ€™s finally about to prove to

everyone how wrong they were.But when the seven intrepid explorers pass through the doors,

theyâ€™re barely prepared for the conflict of lust versus logic theyâ€™re faced with on the inside.

Ages-old magic lingers in the stronghold, dictating that they perform a ritual to awaken the

long-slumbering beasts within. And beasts that beautiful only awaken to one thing: the unbridled

release of humans in the throes of ecstasy.The Sleeping Dragons Omnibus is a series of six

novelettes. It includes all kinds of fun kinks involving shapeshifting mythical beasts who breathe

magic smoke and have very long, prehensile tongues. The book is intended for adult audiences.
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Yes, I do read erotica, but I like really well written erotica. I like a great story wrapped around

well-written sex scenes that read almost like poetry. And yes folks, some writers can do that. This

one does.I'm 53 and have read a lot of books in my life, so I know a good book when I read it. This



one is very well written erotica, with a truly inventive storyline that is just flat out fascinating. I

snagged the first book on a free download and was reading it, and realized it was part of a series.

So I hit that shopping button and when hunting, and found this box set, which is a great buy.

This complete collection of the sleeping dragons stories sets the backdrop for rising dragons. I

started with Dragon's Melody, a standalone novel in the Rising Dragons world, and was completely

hooked. Kol, a black shadow dragon, plays a prominent supporting role in Dragon's Melody, and

this omnibus includes his awakening by his mate, explaining much about him and his abilities as a

Shadow. It also introduces the concepts of energy transfers and energy exchanges, since collected

energy, or Nirvana, is required for an energy transfer to awaken the brood of hibernating dragons

not already awakened by the expedition members. And since there is an omnibus of Rising Dragons

stories available, I will be reading those next. Yay!!

I read the first three, then picked up the box set. I had to read it in sessions because it was so hot I

needed a break now and then! Each chapter is packed with sexual tension, the characters paired to

perfection, and the few romantic subplots tie everything together satisfactorily.I think the last book

was my favorite because it offers a distinctly different point of view, plus adds some danger into the

mix. It was a little difficult to keep track of so many characters, but it did add quite a bit to the variety

she was able to show... and wow, did she ever!I understand she has a new series that follows this

one. These stories are my go-to guilty pleasure and I'm so happy she's writing more.I need a cold

shower now.

This was extremely oversexed, whew!! However I was surprised at the story around all the sex, it

unfurled nicely from book to book to create a very fantastical story. But left a lot of things

unanswered to keep up the speed of the story. It was not among my favorite reads but far from the

worst. It was nicely edited I don't remember finding errors which is a very nice attribute.

I loved this! I was enraptured from the very beginning of the story. This book is steamy yet that part

is essential for the plot. I could picture the dragons so vividly from the descriptions. I was slightly

confused in the start of the story, not realizing that there are different main characters throughout,

and not Erika all the way. Never the less, it was an enjoyable read and one I shall probably reread

at some point in the future.



I have never been much for fantasy type books, and tend to shy away from things that I consider

taboo. However, I took a chance on book one, figuring that I would be out nothing if I didn't like it

since it was free. Well, to my complete surprise, Book 1 was so good that I had to buy the entire

series to find out what happened. Whoo, still taboo but hot, hot, hot!!!!!

I really enjoyed reading this book. It is very much an 18+ reader, for explicit sexual situation and

sexual orientation. The writer is amazing the story is good but where this book really shines is in the

relationships between the characters and the writing of the sex scene's the tenderness and

compassion of the partners is beautiful. I never realized how hot and sexy a threesome could be

when two men are involved with a woman, it changed my view on two men interacting sexually, I

actually found the male on male interaction just as sensual as the male and female interaction and it

was beautifully written.

This story had potential but it could have used a little more plot line and a little less sex. It was

literally the equivalent of a literary porno. Not to mention the constant shifting of sexual partners

from male, to female and back again is a little confusing and off putting. It was hard to keep track of

who was screwing whom, or if it was 2 guys and a girl, 2 guys with no girl, or all 3 with the guy

screwing the girl while being screwed himself by the other guy. Sorry to offend anyone reading this

review but that is pretty much a lot of what is in the book. So if you are offended by that this is not

something you will want to read. I will say I enjoyed the concept of the storyline but was

overwhelmed by the endless, and crude, non-stop screwing that took priority in every single

storyline. Granted, this is erotica, but after a while it got so boring and repetitive I actually started

skimming over a lot of the sex scenarios in favor of searching out the tiny (very tiny) bits of plot

lines. The only thing missing was the pizza delivery boy. I will say this, if all you are interested in are

the sex scenes, this book is for you. If you are looking for any kind of a storyline, it is not.
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